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Escaped man captured in Florida

COLUMBUS - A man who
escaped from a southeastern Ohio psychiatric
hospital has been captured
in Florida, the State Highway Patrol said.
FBI agents arrested Donald D. Castle around 10 JO
a.m. Wednesday at a Daytona Beach, Fla., hotel. He
was being held at a local jail
pending extradition
proceedings.
Castle, 46, escaped March
10 from the Southeastern
Psychiatric Hospital in
Athens. The patrol posted
his photograph on the Internet, the worldwide network of computers.
The posting led to a number of tips, including one
from an Ashland, Ky., hotel
manager who had seen
Castle's photo on television.

Tinted windows
lead to drugs

MERCER, Pa. - Maybe
tinted windows are the key.
Early this month, state
police found 495 pounds of
marijuana when they
stopped a man driving a van
with tinted windows on
Interstate 80 near the Ohio
state line.
On Wednesday, they
found $123,000 and a small
amount of marijuana on a
passenger in a 1990 Nissan
Maxima on the same highway.
Trooper Christopher Hugar said he stopped the car
because the drivers' and
passengers' side doors bad
tinted windows, which is a
violation of state law. The
driver, Miguel Rebollo of
Newport News, Va., said
Hugar could search the car,
so the trooper got a drug-sniffing dog to help.
The dog indicated there
were drugs in the back seat,
so Hugar checked more
closely. He didn't discover
any drugs, but he did find
the door to the compartment behind a folding
armrest.

Quote of
the day
"We recruit scholars much like a
football coach
would recruit a
star athlete."
-Gary Swegan.
Admissions associate
director, on the
University's pursuit
of top scholars

Bowling Green, Ohio
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Menendez brothers found BGSU wins MAC
guilty of parents' murders top scholar game
LOS ANGELES - A jury convicted Lyle and Erik Menendez
of first-degree murder today for
ambushing their parents in their
mansion 6 1/2 years ago, rejecting the claim that the brothers
killed to end years of abuse.
They could be sentenced to
death because the jury decided
that the brothers were guilty of
special circumstances of lying In
wait and multiple murders.
The judge ordered a penalty
phase trial to begin Monday. The
same jury will decide whether
the Menendezes should be sentenced to lethal injection or life
without parole.
The brothers, whose previous
trials ended with hung juries,
were deathly pale as the verdicts
were read by the court clerk. But
neither Erik, 25, nor Lyle, 28, who
also were convicted of conspiracy, showed any emotion.
Their grandmother and other
family members seated In the
audience remained calm.
The jury, which had deliberated for nearly four days after
two alternates were substituted

"I decided on BG mostly because of how they went about
recruiting me," he said "They
More top scholars enrolled really made an effort. I was
at the University this fall than being recruited by other
any other university in the schools as well, but the people
Mid-American conference, here were all really friendly."
according to figures recently
Ton! Deiuliis, a freshman
released by the National Merit National Merit Scholar, said
Scholarship Corporation.
she agreed with Ten Brink.
"BG was very generous with
Gary Swegan, Admissions
associate director, said the their financial package, but
University makes a conscious they also really seemed to
effort to recruit top high care about me," she said
school students designated as "They made me feel like I
National Merit Scholars.
wasn't going to be just another
"We recruit scholars much number on this huge campus."
like a football coach would reThe University also ranks
cruit a star player," Swegan high at the state and national
said. "We have a scholarship level in attracting National
program similar to an athletic Merit Scholars, according to
scholarship. We offer an al- Swegan.
most complete full ride. The
"In the past two years, only
students appreciate the atten- Ohio State and Case Western
tion we give them as well as Reserve have had more
the money we offer."
National Merit Scholars enRyan Ten Brink, freshman roll," he said. "We also are
bio-chemlstry major and currently 17th in the nation of
National Merit Scholar, said all public schools. We've been
he chose the University not ranked, nationally, in the top
only for the scholarships, but 50 in four of the last seven
for how he was treated during years dating back to 1969.
the recruiting process.
That's pretty Impressive.
Jack Buehrer
The BG News

Linda Deutsch
The Associated Press

Hui Cutluitcht/Tbc AMocialHl Preii

Erik Menendez looks over to his grandmother and mouths the
words "I love you" after hearing the verdict at Van Nuyg Superior Court in Los Angeles Wednesday. Menendez and his brother
Lyle were found guilty of first-degree murder and conspiracy in
the 1989 shotgun murders of their parents Kitty and Jose Menendez.
for regular jurors, maintained
somber. Impassive faces as they
answered, "yes," individually on
whether they agreed with the
verdicts.
With a packed courtroom and
an overflow of reporters and
spectators jamming the hallways, the judge issued a gag or-

der on all participants In the case
in fear that their comments
might affect the sentencing
phase.
Prosecutor David Conn, who
had taken over the case after two
earlier juries deadlocked, left the
See MENENDEZ^ page fiw.

Roof ies' may endanger students on break
Jennifer SchaD
The BG News

Students going down to Florida
for spring break should be on the
look-out for "roofles," the "date
rape drug of choice," according
to the chairwoman of the University Coalition Against Sexual
Offenses.
Barb Hoffman, CASO chairwoman, said students on spring
break need to be aware of the
dangers of roofies. The drug is
especially popular in Florida
where it is slipped into drinks
and used to weaken victims, especially women, to a state in
which they can be taken advan-

tage of, she said.
On spring break people will be
drinking in large crowds or bars
where roofies can be slipped into
their drinks, Hoffman said.
"Our major concern Is people
getting taken advantage of or
violated and not even knowing
where they are," Hoffman said.
"If people are under the influence of this drug there Is a
greater risk of sexual assault,
and with sexual assault there can
be pregnancy or STDs.
"People need to be aware of the
potential danger," Hoffman said.
"Students need to consider the
high risk and know that it could
happen anywhere and not just

with alcohol, it could be slipped
into lemonade or Coke as well."
Nikole Koelbel, publicity subcommittee chairperson of CASO
said students need to exercise
common sense.
"Students should be aware of
who gives you a drink. Buy your
own alcohol, don't set your drink
aside unattended and be aware of
you environment at all times,"
Koelbel said. "Also have a support system near at all times."
"Make sure you have friends
around who will take care of you
and watch out for you," Koelbel
said.
"The drug works with similar
affects to alcohol, but it is much

stronger," Koelbel said. "It said.
"If you do not get help right
knocks a person out phsically or
makes them blackout so they away, and you come back to
either don't know what they are school and wish to do something
doing, or they do things that they about It, go to the Health Center,
wouldn't normally do and let the Link or the Wellness Center,"
things happen that they would Hoffman said.
"If sexual assault happens, no
not normally let happen."
"Spring break Is a time to go matter what, even if you were
and relax and have fun, but it Is drinking or doing something illealso a time when a lot of date gal, it is not your fault. Please
rape happens," Koelbel said. seek help right away whether it
"Students need to be aware of the be emotional, physical or psychological," Koelbel said.
potential dangers."
"Roofies" is the street name
Hoffman said if a situation
does occur, seek medical atten- for the drug Rohypnol. It is also
tion immediately. Contact police called "ruffles," "roche," "R-2,"
and get assistance to direct you
See ROOFIES, page three.
in the right direction, Hoffman

Texan cleared of State questions Journalism
shooting motorist Department's hiring practices
Jay Jo rden
The Associated Press

DALLAS - A grand jury
Wednesday cleared the first
Texan to use his legally concealed handgun in a fatal shooting, declining to Indict him in the
death of a fellow motorist during
a scuffle over a minor traffic accident.
Gordon Reid Hale III, 42, of
Grand Prairie, faced murder
charges after fatally shooting delivery driver Kenny Taval, 33, in
the chest with a .40 caliber handgun.
The two men got into an argument after Tavai's side mirror
grazed Hales pickup on a Dallas
expressway Feb. 21. Witnesses
said Hale fired after Taval left
his car and punched Hale. Taval
died shortly thereafter.
"The grand jury heard the evidence, deliberated and made its
decision," said Dallas County
prosecutor Elizabeth Tamez.
It was the first tune since Texans were allowed to legally carry
concealed handguns that a permit holder had been charged with
murder for using the weapon.
The law went on the books Jan. 1.

Hale, who had been free on
$25,000 bond since his arrest,
told KDFW-TV after the decision
that he felt shooting Tavai was
his only choice.
He said Tavai had reached into
the truck with both hands,
grabbed him by the collar and
pinned his left arm against the
window before striking him.
"He hit me right in the side of
the head, the first shot, and then
he just started whacking on me,"
he said.
"It got to the point where he
was going to kill me or beat my
brains out," Hale said "I felt I
had no other choice but to defend
myself and I reached over and
grabbed my pistol and fired one
shotState Sen. Jerry Patterson, the
lead sponsor, praised the grand
jury's decision and criticized opponents of the law, saying they
ignored the fact that people are
entitled to use justifiable force to
defend themselves. :
"These gun-control nuts gleefully reveled In the death of Mr.
Kenny Taval, blaming this incident on the concealed handgun
bill without examining any facts
of the case," Patterson said.

Jay Young
The BG News

The Ohio Civil Rights Commission and former Bowling
Green mayoral candidate John
Hartman will appear in a hearing today in the University
Union, claiming the Journalism
Department has participated in
illegal hiring practices.
Hartman applied for a tenure-track position in the department in April 1994. About
three months later he was notified that Debbie Owens had
been selected for the position
by then-department chairman
Ray Laakaniemi.
After learning that Owens is
a black female, Hartman filed
a discrimination complaint
with the Ohio Civil Rights
Commission on July 25, 1994.
In May 1995 Hartman was notified by Mark Kautzmann,
OCRC Special Enforcement
Unit manager, that the agency
had determined "that it Is
probable that Bowling Green
State University has engaged
in unlawful discrimination

practices."
As a result of the decision, a
hearing was set for January. At
the request of the University,
the hearing was delayed until
today.
Hartman said the selection
process is the basis of his complaint.
"I believe that there were irregularities in the faculty recruitment and hiring process,"
Hartman said. "Those irregularities were caused by illegal discrimination on the basis
of race and sex."
Laakaniemi, who is currently
teaching in Estonia, was unavailable for comment.
Nancy Brendlinger, JournalIsm Department chairwoman,
said Hartman was not a very
good candidate for the position.
"If you look at the two vitae,
Debbie Owen's vitaeis much
better than Jack Hartman's in
relationship to the position we
advertised." Brendlinger said.
"Jack Hartman wasn't even
considered. If Debbie Owens
had not accepted this job, he
was not the next person we

Colored Ink

would have interviewed."
Hartman, who works as a
journalism professor at Central Michigan, said the department's accreditation
played a major role In the decision to hire Owens.
The Journalism Department
is currently accredited for undergraduate degrees by the
Accrediting Council on Education in Journalism and Mass
Communications, an independent organization based at the
University of Kansas.
In its last accreditation report, completed during the fall
1991 academic semester, the
ACEJMC found the Journalism
Department to be noncompliant with accreditation
standards in several areas, including a shortage of minority
and female faculty.
At the time of the ACEJMC
report, the department was
placed on probationary accreditation and official requirements for re-accreditation
were established.
See HARTMAN, page four.
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Big Brother is reading your e-mail
Prout residents
voice concerns
As female residents of Prout
Hall, we are writing to The BG
News to speak out about the lack
of security not only in our residence hall, but others as well We
wish to bring this serious problem to the attention of those with
the authority and power to do
something about it
Prout is probably one of the
best, if not the best, dorms on
this campus. The atmosphere is
friendly and warm, with a great
staff of RAs We feel lucky to live
here and experience the "Living
and Learning" program. There is
a problem though, and a serious
one at that. It is a campus-wide
issue that affects everyone in one
way or another. That issue is
safety.
As females, we have a natural
concern for our safety at night
walking across campus or home
from a night out. We all have an
automatic anxiety if we feel that
we are In a situation where we
could possibly be attacked, raped
or harmed in some way. But one
place where we want and expect
to feel safe is in our rooms where
we sleep, study and relax. We
also expect, along with that, for
the staff of our residence hall to
work with and hire people that
will help to protect us and keep
Prout safe.
Unfortunately,

this

doesn't

seem to be the case all of the
time.
There have been too many instances of male friends being let
in without showing any identification whatsoever, Just being
waved on and told "You're OK."
There have been too many
times when the nightguards have
not been paying attention to who
walks in the doors, or just plain
sleeping when anyone - any rapist or thief - could walk in.
Too many friends and neighbors have been raped in their
rooms In dorms across campus.
We know of people who have
gotten lock-out keys to rooms
which were not theirs.
We know of others who have
checked into a dorm with a fake
ID number and fake name.
We are tired of being frightened and demand that something
be done. We demand our safety
and piece of mind. We demand
that some kind of action be taken
to make our residence halls safer
for everyone.

Writer's Note: This past summer I wrote a column which discussed, among other related topics, the possible dangers of
wide-spread and rampant e-mail
usage. A gentleman who referred
to himself as an "English Fellow"
wrote me a letter in response to
the column, basically saying that
the situation I described couldn't
happen. Wherever you are Mr.
"English Fellow," I hope you're
reading this column, which is a
true story.
Being one who's always trying
to find a way to make my life a
little bit easier, I finally took the
technological plunge last semester by getting an e-mail account.
Since that fateful semester I've
been making weekly visits to the
campus' various computer labs,
checking my e-mailbox and sending people e-messages.
As a matter of fact, I was In the
computer lab not long ago doing
Just that when I received a message from a friend of mine that
simply read:
union
Wednesday
9 JO am
important
please show-up
Uh, yeah Without further ado,

I made the necessary schedule
rearrangements and hooked-up
with my friend at 9:45 AM on the
dot.
"What's up man?" I said as I
comfortably slid into a the seat
across from him.
Over the next fifteen minutes
"John" told me the following tale:
A few weeks earlier John had
met a girl at one of the local meat
markets, er, I mean bars.
Throughout the night they talked
and laughed, and they really hit it
off and blah blah blah
Well anyways, being this is the
nineties they exchanged both
phone numbers AND e-mail addresses.
[Insert "Awwwww..." here]
Well as it ends up John decided
that he and "Darla" weren't really meant to be a couple after all,
and after a few short days
together John let Darla know that
it'd probably be best if they
didn't "see" each other anymore.
Unknown to John, however,
Darla had really fallen for him in
the short time they had known
each other. As a result, Darla was
pretty upset with John's decision.
Interestingly enough, there
was something else that John
didn't know about Darla: She's a

computer whiz.
coming from Darla, however,
In fact, Daria's such a comput- he's pretty much stuck.
er whiz that she learned how to
The point of this article wasn't
break Into John's e-mail account to show you why you shouldn't
and read all his messages.
have sex with someone you hardThis obviously made John dis- ly know, nor was Its aim to slam
traught
the completely lame BG bar
He tried to change his e-mail scene. The point was to alert
address as well as his password, people to Just one of the many
but nothing did any good. Darla dangers of that cute little software program we so affectionkept getting into his account
"How am I supposed to receive ately call "e-mail."
any e-mail from anybody without
Granted, e-mail has alot of adher reading It?" He asked as I vantages over the current postal
cooly buttered my bagel.
system most of us use, but as this
"How about using regular Incident (among others) shows,
mail?" I suggested.
its disadvantages are crippling.
"I'm serious." John replied.
And here's one more little fac"Well if you weren't such a tor to think about: If some college
pimp with women -"
student from Bowling Green,
"AARON!!!"
Ohio can do this, doesnt it make
"OK, OK ..." I said, as we tried you wonder who else can?
to figure out a solution to his
problem.
Aaron Welsbrod is the ThursWith the exception of e-mail day columnist guy for The News
abstinence, we couldn't really He doesn't have any psychotic
ex-girlfriends who can break into
come up with one.
Since "breaking-up" with his e-mail account, so feel free to
Darla, John has received a num- drop him a line at aarber of "hints" from Darla con- onw9bgnet.bgsu.edu. If you
cerning messages he has loathe e-mail, drop him a line at
received from other women he 210 West Hall Either way's legit
knows Since John hasn't been with him. By the way, have a safe
able to prove that the "hints" are Spring Break.

Too often we hear that something needs to be done, but nothing that we can see is changing.
It's about time something does
change. How many more rapes or
thefts will it take for this campus
to wake up and realize what's going on?
Editors Note: This letter was
signed by 24 students. Due to
space restrictions all the names
could not be printed.
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THE EXORCIST

Judge says dialing dog for the birds
I'm not In the habit of watching
the evening TV tabloid shows,
but I have to admit that when I
saw the ad for one of those shows
that featured a dog who saved a
woman's life by calling 911,1 had
to stay timed. The story turned
out to be a bit less remarkable
than they had led us to believe it
would be though
The woman who was saved has
a breathing disorder and she has
to sleep with an oxygen mask
over her face. If something goes
wrong or the machine fails for
some reason, an alarm sounds.
On the night in question, her
oxygen mask came off. The
woman's dog is trained to react to
the alarm by knocking the phone
off the hook and pressing any
button. The line automatically
connects to 911, where the operators were on alert that the heavy
breathing on the other end wasnt
an obscene call.
Not quite as amazing as if the
dog would have actually made up
her mind that there was an
emergency situation, picked up
the phone, dialed 911 and then directed the squad to the right
house. But it was Impressive
nonetheless
Whether or not the dog Is as
smart as Lassie Isn't really the
point, though This story illustrates a typical technique employed by the media, especially
by these types of shows, to reel
us In with sensational "teases"
that are meant to keep us from
switching channels during commercial breaks It has become
quite common for media to draw
us in by playing 911 tapes on the
air. And a dog making a 911 call
is, I should think, like nirvana for

one of those program directors.
We all remember the now
famous calls that Nicole Brown
Simpson made to 911 during her
domestic disputes with O.J.
Simpson. Those things got more
air time than Michael Jordan
does going in for a slam dunk.
But should such calls be splashed
all over TV and the newspapers?
Recently, the Supreme Court
of Ohio issued a decision on
several cases that determined if
911 tapes should be considered
public records, available for
anyone to listen to, and to broadcast. The suits were filed by two
Cincinnati newspapers that
sought copies of tapes that were component of democracy. But
calls to murder scenes The when those laws were passed,
requests were refused by both 911 tape recordings were not anthe city of Cincinnati and the ticipated. This is another examHamilton County Prosecuting At- ple of the challenge that technology has presented to the law. It's
torney.
We ruled that the tapes of also the type of situation nobody
phone calls made to 911 are a has thought all the way through
matter of public record accord- yet.
ing to the description of the law.
Television news and TV tabloid
Therefore, the tapes have to be
released to the media, or anyone shows have a heyday with 911
calls. But do we really need to
else, upon request.
hear the quavering voice of a
I agree with the decision of the 4-year-old begging the 911 operamajority; the law was pretty tor to make daddy stop hitting
clear on the issue. But I did so re- mommy on the six o'clock news?
luctantly, because I cannot agree It may make for scintillating TV,
but what public good does It
with the law.
In the past, I have written serve?
about how difficult it is for the
Does it make us want to watch
law to keep pace with technology.
Law makers simply cannot craft the show? Obviously It does. But
legislation that will foresee all what about the human beings
the potential pitfalls that inven- who are caught In the worst
tions, as yet undreamed of, might tragedy, the most desperate moments of their lives? When they
present
Our public records laws were place that call, should they have
passed so that citizens could to consider the possibility that
scrutinize their government. tomorrow their private terror
That's a healthy and necessary will be played verbatim on the

Not quite as amazing as if the dog would
have actaully made up her mind that there
was an emergency situation, picked up the
phone, dialed 911 and then directed the
squad to the right house. But it was
impressive nonetheless.

public airwaves, giving them the
Warholian fifteen minutes of
fame they never asked for?
Playing the recording of the
last moments of a dying victim is
totally sensational and extremely
dramatic, but what about the suffereing of the family and
friends? Wouldn't the public's
need to know be just as satisfied,
even if our morbid curiosity
wouldn't be, with a summary of
the call? Do we really need to experience the anguish first hand?
The Court's decision on these
cases was made because the law,
as it exists, clearly makes 911
calls public records. That's too
bad. While the tape recordings of
the frantic screams of a panicstricken woman facing an armed
intruder may be someone's Idea
of "good television," the broadcast of those screams is not the
product of good law.
It's time the General Assembly
revisted this area of the law to
keep pace with technology and
good taste.
Justice Paul E. Pheifer is a
guest columnist for The News.
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Technology discussed in open forum
Jiy Young
TV* BG News
About SO members of the University community participated
in an open forum Wednesday in
Olscamp Hall to determine the
role technology will play in the
University's future.
Students and employees
shared their feelings about the
preliminary report issued by the
Campus Technology Plan Steering Committee last week.
Amy Wendzicki, freshman
broadcast journalism major, addressed the committee about its
recommendation that students
purchase a computer. She said
there needs to be good reasoning
to encourage such an investment.
"I just thought that you have to
give people an incentive to buy
something," Wendzicki said. "I
thought that educationally for
their plan, maybe it would be
beneficial for everyone to take a
required computer course."
Wendzicki, who owns her own
computer, said the purchase is a
good investment.

"If you have the money to put
into a computer than I say do it,
because you'll benefit," Wendzicki said "It means you don't
have to stand in line at the computer lab."
Louis Katzner, committee
chairman and Graduate College
dean, said it is In the best interest
-' students to purchase a computer when they enter college.
"In order to be able to do their
class work, communicate with
other students and access their
records, they really need a comp.uter," Katzner said. "You have
to believe that for most Bowling
Green graduates, whatever they
do after they graduate will involve a computer in some way.
The more tliey utilize one while
they're here, the better off they'll
be when they graduate."
Katzner said if students are
required to buy computers a
large amount of responsibility
must be taken by the University.
"The one argument you can't
use is, 'Come to Bowling Green
as a freshmen and buy a computer, then you'll have it when you

graduate and you'll be able to use
it,' " Katzner said. "Unfortunately, given the rate of change
and product development in this
area, when somebody buys a
computer, four to five years later
they can do very little with it"
The audience also addressed
the issue of leasing or purchasing
computers. After the forum,
Katzner said it is an issue that
will have to be explored before a
final decision is made.
"I don't think you can discuss
this in a vacuum," Katzner said.
"You need to approach vendors
and say, 'If we enter into a lease
agreement, what can you do for
us?' And approach vendors and
say, 'If we enter into a purchase
agreement, what can you do for
us?'"
Some voiced concern that the
report draft is too broad. Committee member Linda Dobb, library dean, said the committee
intentionally covers a wide area.
"We were trying to cover all
different aspects of computing,
and there are so many different
aspects to computing now be-

Kids able to learn about internet
them e-mail the President as well
as each other, and they really
seem to enjoy that.

Jack Buehrer
The BC News
A group of 20 elementary students from Bowling Green city
schools are learning how to use
the internet in an 11-week course
called "Kids and the Internet" at
the University.
Guy Zimmerman, University
associate professor of computer
science is the instructor of the
course. He said he feels the computer course is very important to
the kids.
"We explore the World Wide
Web and teach them the basics of
e-mail," Zimmerman said "We
give them e-mail accounts and let

aptitude, creativity and achievement," she said. "We also
take teacher reccomendations
into consideration. Any student
"Eventually we're going to who qualifies in two of the four
have them start their own web criteria is eligible for the OPT
pages. I hope they will gain a bet- program."
ter understanding of what is out
there through the internet."
Busch added that the OPT pro"Kids and the Internet" is one of gram offers students a series of
four courses offered to students courses that are more academiin the fourth through sixth cally challenging than what they
grades in the Bowling Green city are receiving in their classes at
school's OPTions program.
school.
Secretary of the enrichment
"These courses go a little more
program, Valerie Busch, said in-depth and expose them to
that the program is very selec- different subject matter," she
tive.
said. "It also gives them an alter"We give the students tests in native to watching television."

ROOFIES
Continued from page one.

"rib" and "rope."
According to the Emergencynet News Service, Rohypnol is
a brand name for flunitrazepam
(a bezodiazepine), a very potent
tranquilizer similar in nature to
valium (diazepam) but many
times stronger. The drug produces a sedative effect, amnesia,
muscle relaxation and a slowing
of psychomotor responses. Sedation occurs 20-30 minutes after
Louis Katzner administration and lasts several
committee chairman hours.
Rohypnol is inexpensive and,
because of its packaging, looks
cause It touches everything that legitimate. It Is becoming inwe do at the University," Dobb creasingly popular on college
said.
campuses and in high schools
Dobb said the committee was
trying to set a base for the future.
"We were aiming at infrastructure, meaning more and better
uses of technology," Dobb said.
"Infrastructure, meaning the
building blocks toward more and
better uses of technology on
campus. You have to have the
building blocks before you can go
into all sorts of different directions."
Katzner said the committee
will meet Friday, after today's
open forum at 12 p.m. in 113 Olscamp Hall.

"I don't think you can
discuss this in a
vacuum."

where It Is slipped into marijuana, alcohol or even punch. It is
often given to women to lower
Inhibitions and heighten the potential for sexual conquest, according to the News Service.
Victims have reported waking
up In unfamiliar surroundings
with unfamiliar people without
clothes, or having been sexually
assaulted while under the Influence of the drug.
Besides the worries of unprotected sex, Rohypnol, particularly mixed with alcohol or other
drugs may lead to respiratory
depression, aspiration and even
death
Hoffman said she has not yet
heard of any cases of Rohypnol
on campus.
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Spring snow storm
frustrates travelers
Mitch Weiss
The Associated Press
A storm that dropped up to 6
Inches of snow on parts of Ohio
on Wednesday -- the first day of
spring - cut power, snarled traffic and canceled classes for some
schoolchildren.
A driver was killed when his
truck was struck by a vehicle
that went out of control on ley
roads in west-central Ohio.
Richard Chandler. 55, of Urbana, died when his truck was hit
by a vehicle driven by Jason
Wlbel, of St. Paris, the Champaign County Sheriff's Department said. Wlbel had tried to
slow down because of ice on the
road but lost control.
More than 4 inches of snow fell
on Toledo since Tuesday night.
Four to 6 inches - accompanied
by wind gusts up to 30 mph covered northeast Ohio. The
Columbus area in central Ohio
got about 2 inches.
"This Is ridiculous," said Terry
Mulligan, who was shoveling
snow outside his home on the east
side of Toledo. "Doesn't Mother
Nature know what day it is?"
The snowfall gave some students a day off from school but
also snarled traffic and left about
48,000 Toledo Edison customers
without power.
"Two days ago, I was putting
mulch down In my back yard,"
said Mike Greer, 44, who lives on

Toledo's west side. "I was getting
ready to plant a vegetable garden. This has been one really
long winter."
And snow wasn't the only problem. The Mahonlng River had
flooded some low-lying areas in
TrumbuU County In northeast
Ohio, the sheriffs department
said. The Scioto River in central
Ohio had crested at 'he 11-foot
flood stage.
light snow continued across
Ohio on Wednesday and snow
showers were forecast for
Thursday before the snowfall
ends on Friday. Highs were expected to remain in the 30s until
Friday, with temperatures to rebound into the SOs.
"This was a spring surprise,"
spokesman Chad Ruppel, a
spokesman for Midwest Weather
In Toledo, which provides information to the National Weather
Service.
Toledo Edison spokesman Jim
Sielicki said power had been
restored to all but 21,000 homes.
But he said some customers may
be without power until Friday.
The problem: wet, heavy snow
and high winds snapped power
lines like twigs.
In the Cincinnati area, the
schools were closed and morning
rush hour was complicated by
numerous minor accidents.
The problem was repeated in
the Dayton area, which received
4 inches of snow.
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Ohio Primary
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Kay and Stephen Wartenbe vote in the Ohio primaries in ZanesvlUe Tuesday, with wins In Ohio and the other three Tuesday prl-

mary states. Bob Dole virtually locked up the Republican presidential nomination.

HARTMAN
Continued from page one.

demic year," the department's
report states.
Hartman said the accrediting
agency cannot legally dictate the
makeup of the department.
"That is what we call a quota,
and quotas have been found to be
illegal, unless they are ordered
by a government agency, or the
courts," Hartman said. "It has no
right to mandate quotas to a
Journalism Department."

Among the requirements was a
call for a more balanced percentage of minority and female faculty. The board suggested a faculty
composition of 50 percent female
and 20 percent minority.
The department conducted a
self-analysis in January 1992, in
which the department said it had
given top priority to hiring of
minorities and women.
"The department is specifically committed to a percentage increase of minority and female
faculty from the present 25 percent to 36 percent between the
present and the 1994-1995 aca-

Brendllnger said the accreditation requirements do play a role
In the hiring process.
"Of course it plays a role, but
even if it didnt, we would still
want to have a diverse faculty,"
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can finally move ahead with finalizing the baby's adoption."

CINCINNATI - A woman has
dropped her lawsuit seeking custody of the infant girl she placed
for adoption in November.

Wilkinson gave birth to Simone
Isabella on Oct. 20 and signed
custody of the baby over to Lutheran Social Services on Nov. 6. A
few days later, she asked that the
baby be returned to her.
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Hartman said he is open to an
out -of-court settlement
"I would have liked to settle
the matter a long time ago."

Mother drops
custody lawsuit
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I who we hired show up in the pool,
! and that person was either white
or male or both, we probably
would have pursued that candidate," Brendllnger said. "Because quality is our first consideration."
University Attorney Nancy
Footer said the University has
not been considering settling out
of court
"We are not contemplating
settlement at this time," Footer
said.

Lutheran Social Services will
proceed with adoption of baby

(Based on two donations
a week for four weeks.)
Donating plasma I*
completely sterile
and sale.

SAVE LIVES, EARN MONEY
PLEASE HELP!

Brendllnger said.
She said the department is
committed to having a diverse
faculty and that is a factor when
hiring.
"If I had two people equally
qualified for a Job, and we were
going to be hiring someone,"
Brendllnger said. "One [candidate] was a guy and one was a
women and we were low on men,
I'd probably go for the man."
Brendllnger said if any qualified candidate would have applied for the position Owens
received, they would have been
considered.
•If we would have had a candidate who was as good as the one

Lutheran Social Services said
Tuesday it will proceed with the
baby's adoption, now that Doreen
Wilkinson of Middletown has
dropped the suit she filed in January in Hamilton County Common Pleas Court.
The suit had been scheduled
for trial next Tuesday.

She said pressure from adoption workers and a lack of money
prompted her to give up the
baby. Wilkinson said she changed
her mind in hopes that she could
stabilize her financial situation.

The agency said it had located
the baby's father and obtained
"It's unfortunate things took his written permission for the
this long," said Dave Lamb, adoption. The father was not
spokesman for the agency. "We Identified In court records.
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Jury sinks
boat funds,
bond sale
postponed
INDIANAPOLIS - A grand
jury Investigation into a planned
southern Indiana casino has
forced the postponement of a
$235 million bond sale to help
fund the riverboat project.
The surprise news came
Wednesday from Thomas Long,
president of Argosy Gaming Co.,
which has a majority Interest in
the casino approved for
Lawrenceburg, an Ohio River
city near Cincinnati.
Long told the Indiana Gaming
Commission that the bond offering had to be postponed because
of Investor concerns over news
of the investigation and grand
Jury subpoenas.
He said Argosy and all partners in the project, which includes Conseco Inc., a giant insurance holding company based
in suburban Indianapolis, have
been ordered to turn over documents to the grand jury.
"Basically what happened is
the entire thing Is unwound and
rescinded," Long said of the bond
offering approved by the commission just last week.
Argosy's announcement followed a state House Ethics
Committee hearing into more
than $40,000 in payments made to
state Rep. Sam Turpin from a key
contractor on the Lawrenceburg
project, American Consulting
Engineers Inc.
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MENENDEZ
Continued from page one.
courtroom with his face flushed
and a broad smile, declaring, "I
feel great"
The case went to the jury
March 1, but negotiations had to
restart Thursday when Illness
forced the judge to replace two
panelists with alternates.
The Jury's Job was complicated
by an array of possible guilty
verdicts, "from first-degree murder down to manslaughter.
The Menendez murder case, a
tale of wealth, power and incest

in the rarefied realm of Beverly they went on with their lives,
Hills, struck a chord that reson- spending their inheritance. Then,
ated throughout the country. It in March 1990, they were arplaced two young scions to an en- rested.
tertainment Industry fortune on
It would be three years before
trial for the murder of their par- their shocking defense was unents and raised a troubling ques- veiled. They confessed to shoottion as old as time: Could the ing their parents but said they
murder of parents ever be justi- acted in self-defense believing
fied?
their parents were about to kill
Lyle and Erik at first denied them.
any role in the killings of Jose
The brothers said they had
and Mary Louise "Kitty" Menen- been sexually and psychologicaldez. They said they had been at ly abused since they were tots,
the movies. They said the Mafia and they finally believed their
must have done It. For six months parents would kill them rather

than risk disclosure of incest.
Their lawyers tried to invoke
an Infrequently used theory
known as "imperfect selfdefense," which held that a killing by one who believes they are
In imminent danger can be justifiable even If that belief was unreasonable.
"Weird families happen. Weird
things happen inside of them,"
defense attorney Leslie Abramson told Jurors In the retrial, urging them to accept a story so detailed and horrifying it could
have come from a gothic noveL

The Judge, however, disallowed the theory.
Jose Menendez, a Cuban tmailgrant, was a self-made millionaire, the chief executive of live
Entertainment Inc. The rWffl.fi
portrayed him as a demesne pervert whose drive for success wee
twisted into torture of Ma son*.
who could never achieve —«■»■»*»
to satisfy him.
Both Erik and Lyle testified at
the first trial, weeping and grimacing in apparent agony as they
opened the door on secrets they
had been sworn to protect.

Turpin, a Brownsburg Republican and chairman of the powerful House Ways and Means
Committee, Is under scrutiny for
failing to properly report the retainer payments.
Since 1993, he has received
$1,500 a month from ACE to
market the company's architectural and engineering services to local governments.
At about the same time Turpin
was hired by ACE, the engineering company was retained by
Conseco to work on the
Lawrenceburg project. Last
year, Turpin also was hired by
Conseco.
No criminal charges have been
filed, and Turpin has said he expects to be cleared.
The thrust of the Marion
County grand Jury probe Is not
known because law requires
those proceedings be confidential.
However, Argosy said subpoenas issued Friday request a
broad range of documents, including those related to employment, gifts, payments and correspondence between the company
and its partners.
In a letter to the Gaming Commission, Long said the company
believes Turpin may be the target of the investigation.
Turpin could not be reached
for comment, but Issued a brief
statement saying: "As a citizen
legislator I am attempting to get
non-legislative work done. I am
fully cooperating with the House
inquiry and any other legitimate
inquiries.
"It is my position not to comment until those conclude."
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Clinton to provide China earthquake leaves 24 dead
testimony on video Women, children, and sick struggle to find shelter from cold
Chuck ■amis
The Associated Press

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - President Clinton can testify by videotape at the trial of his former
.Whitewater partners, but he
can't have the questions in advance, a federal judge ruled
Wednesday.
,. U.S. District Judge George
• Howard Jr. denied a request
from James and Susan McDougal
to compel Clinton to testify in
'person at their conspiracy and
fraud trial. He said ordering
Clinton to travel to Little Rock
"would be unduly burdensome to
the president in the performance
of his official duties."
Rejecting Clinton's request to
see the questions in advance,
: Howard said the only reason a
'president might deserve such
special treatment would be if
'.'.national security were involved.
"They concern matters from
prior to his presidency, so matters of national security will not
be concerned," Howard said.
Clinton had argued that the pro' cess would go more easily if he
'" got the questions in advance.
1
\ Howard also rejected Whitewater prosecutor Kenneth
Starr's request that the questioning be held in a federal court' room. Howard said it could be
held at the White House, but
0
without the presidential insignia

displayed.
The judge will preside over the
questioning by video conferencing and will rule on any objections. He will also edit the videotape if lawyers cannot agree on
what Is pertinent for the jury to
hear.
The videotape will be made In
private, and the original will not
be released. Howard said he will
unseal only the portion that is
played for the jury.
McDougal, his ex-wife and
Gov. Jim Guy Tucker are accused of arranging nearly $3 million In fraudulent loans from
McDougal's Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan and David
Hale's Capital Management Services Inc.
Hale is the government's chief
witness and claims Clinton pressured him to loan Mrs. McDougal
$300,000. Clinton has called the
accusation "a bunch of bull." The
McDougals say only Clinton can
set the story straight.
"The Important thing Is that
we're going to be getting the
president's testimony," Mrs.
McDougal's attorney, Bobby
McDaniel, said after Howard's
ruling. "Well do the best we can
with it."
The Justice Department had
proposed allowing Clinton to testify on video.
The judge gave all sides five
days to work out a date for Clinton to give the deposition.

Geologists say blue
rock is new mineral
Robert Seely
The Associated Press
LONDON - A brilliant blue
rock bought on vacation as a
cheap souvenir Is a mineral new
to science, geologists confirmed
this week.
"The mineral has the most intense blue that we have ever
seen," Gordon Cressey, deputy
' 'head of the mineralogy department at the Natural History Museum in London, said Wednesday.
Cressey said the mineral mi.' mlcked a stained glass window,
' changing color from blue to purple to transparent depending on
'' the direction from which light
';".' diffracted through it.
Geologist Anna Grayson
bought the rock, which doesn't
yet have a name, from a roadside
"souvenir seller in Morocco 15
years ago.
The seller told her It was lapis
lazuli, a blue semi-precious
stone. It sat in her house near
London until last year, when she
took it to the Natural History
Museum for identification.
After three months of tests,
' experts this week confirmed it

Charlene L Fu
The Associated Press
BEIJING - Women, children
and the sick squeezed into
tents to escape the cold, but
many of the thousands of
homeless from an earthquake
that killed 24 in the forbidding
deserts of far northwestern
China had no shelter Wednesday night.
Tuesday's magnitude-6.9
quake cut a vicious swath
through settlements along the
centuries-old trade route
known as the Silk Road. In one
village, residents worked
through the night to patch a
fractured dike.
The temblor and 68 after-

shocks - some reaching magnitude 5.1 - knocked out communication links to almost all the
settlements, and the death
count Is predicted to rise as
wreckage reports trickle in.
About 15,000 buildings were
toppled In the Xinjiang region
quake, government seismologists said Wednesday, and at
least 78 people injured, nine
seriously. About 10,000 were
left homeless.
Jiashl county, the hardest-hit
area, is about 43 miles east of
Kashgar, an ancient bazaar
town. The earthquake was
centered close to Artux, IS
miles north of Kashgar.
Many people were at home
when the quake struck at 11

p.m. (10 am. EST).
Seventeen of those killed
were children under the age of
eight, said Bake Ajl, director of
the Kashgar Seismology Bureau.
"They were home watching
television and couldn't get out
fast enough," Bake said.
Most houses In the region are
one-story dwellings made of
baked mud bricks and topped
by wooden beams and mud that
could cause heavy casualties if
they collapsed.
A rescue worker in Jiashi
told The Associated Press by
telephone, "There are no buildings left standing."
"Nobody can stay in their
own homes because some have

the
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completely collapsed and others are damaged too seriously
to be safe," a local reporter
said in a phone interview
broadcast on national television.
The reporter said simple
tents were going up to house
women, children and the sick
and elderly, but there would be
no shelter for others.
Roads In the county had
large cracks, but traffic could
still get through, the report
said. But fissures more than 1
feet wide opened up along a
2,000-foot section of a dike at a
small reservoir.
More than 6,300 head of
livestock, mostly sheep, were
reported killed.

The PHARM, a Deep
Drug Store...and
a whole lot MORE!
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The
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"The mineral has the
most intense blue
that we have ever
seen."
Gordon Cressey

i

deputy head of the mineralogy
department
was a previously unknown mineral.
Cressey said about 40 minerals
are discovered around the world
each year, but usually In amounts
so small "they can hardly be seen
by the naked eye." "This new
mineral is so unusual because the
specimen is very large and because it Is the most strikingly
blue mineral ever discovered,"
he said.
Experts will test it in coming
months to Identify Its atomic
structure and what, If any, uses
the mineral has.
So far, the team of seven researchers has found iron, oxygen, calcium, aluminum and silicon in the mineral, Cressey said.
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Rodman's
mouth
fiercer than
his tattoos
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BG's Patteson to compete at NCAA meet
Blake Parkins
The BC News

The Bowling Green swimming
and diving team has concluded
it's season, but one swimmer has
one last opportunity to compete.
Jim Litke
Senior Cheryl Patteson will
The Associated Press
represent Bowling Green this
CHICAGO - He wanted people weekend in the NCAA meet at the
talking about him. He got his University of Michigan.
The meet features an exclusive
wish. Only his first name is
necessary to start an argument group of athletes chosen from
the best collegiate swimmers in
anywhere in town.
the nation, including four other
Dennis.
At any given moment, half of athletes from the Mid-American
Chicago wants to throttle Dennis Conference. The meet starts toRodman, and half wants to throt- day and continues through Sattle the NBA higher-ups who hit urday.
him with a six-game suspension.
Sometimes it's the same half.
On Tuesday, the Chicago Bulls
issued a statement in which good
Dennis apologized for headbutting a referee Saturday night
in New Jersey, for getting suspended, and most of all, for letting down his teammates and
fans. But at almost exactly the
same time, his evil twin went on
the radio and announced he was
being persecuted.
OwenCanfleld
Maybe Dennis got what he deThe Associated Press
served this time. Maybe not.

Swimmers must place in the the 200- and 400-yard individual
top 16 during the morning qualif- medley, as well as the 200-yard
lng round to advance to the finals breaststroke.
in the evening. Athletes that
Head coach Randy Julian is
qualify for the finals are then excited about Patteson's invitaconsidered Ail-Americans.
tion to the NCAA meet not only
Patteson has been training for for her, but for Bowling Green.
a month since her disappointing
"As a program we're definfinish in the MAC meet at Ohio ately capable, and facility-wise
University. Her qualifying status and sport-wise, we can take athwas uncertain until Patteson so- letes to the NCAA" said Julian.
lidified an NCAA bid by winning "We can be very competitive
two events in an Ohio Senior with the higher financed promeet two weekends ago at grams throughout the country."
Miami.
This Is Patteson's second apThis meet allowed her to select pearance in the NCAA meet. She
three events from the four that also was invited to go as a freshshe qualified for in the NCAA man. Patteson commented on the
field. Patteson will compete in experience.

"I went my freshman year, and
I think I was a little overwhelmed
my freshman year" Patteson
said. "But now I know what its all
about."
The invitation to the NCAA has
helped Patteson cope with a
damaging loss in the 200-yard
butterfly at the MAC meet She
had not lost the event all season,
and the defeat prevented her
from getting her fourth consecutive "Swimmer of the Year" title

Patteson commented on how
"It's so cool to compete with
the invitations have helped her the best swimmers in the nation,"
rebound from the loss.
Patteson said. "I truly couldn't
"I can say well, maybe I did have done it without them [Julian
lose that one race at MACs, but I and AckersJ."

Women's
tennis faces
top teams in
New Orleans

Kentucky
presents new
challenges to
upstart Utes

Funny thing: this time, it hardly
matters. What really happened,
or what Rodman says now or
even what he does when he
comes back, may not make a difference. He can get every rebound from that moment forward through the end of the
season and it may be too late to
save his skin. He is in the last
year of a contract. He may
already have blown his last
chance.
When Dennis became a menace
and wore out his welcome in San
Antonio at the end of last season,
he was a pariah. The Bulls were
the only people willing to take
him in - but not before management went to Michael Jordan and
Scottie Pippen for pledges of cooperation. They got them. But
should the Bulls lose anywhere
along the six-game stretch, they
might just take them back.
Especially Jordan. He usually
gets what he wants, and right
now, he wants the Bulls to win an
NBA-record 70 games in the regular season before winning their
fourth championship of the
1990s. He also wants Chicago to
claim the NBA record for most
consecutive wins at home. After
Tuesday night's 89-67 win over
Sacramento, the Bulls remained
tied with Orlando; each team had
40.
That explained, to a degree,
Jordan's suddenly more charitable take on Dennis.
"I think he kind of regrets the
whole situation. What he has to
do now is try to work himself
back into our good graces. He's
got to realize the purpose and
reason for his being here - to fit
into a system."
When the suspension first
came down, Jordan was much
harsher. He is careful not to
make too much of the 70-game
mark in public, but anyone who's
spent time around him knows he
can't resist any challenge put in
front of him. That's why, at first
blush, he came down hard on
Rodman. "It's very disappointing," he said at the time, "very
dangerous to this team's success."
But then Jordan probably sat
down, took a look at the schedule
for the next six games ~ Philadelphia, Sacramento, New York,
Toronto, Atlanta and the Los Angeles Clippers - and figured the
Bulls could do it without Rodman. And perhaps even without
Pippen, who is supposed to be
resting a sore back.
So It should have come as no
surprise when Jordan had 37
points and 16 rebounds to win at
New Jersey the night Rodman
lost his head and got tossed. Or
that he came back with totals of
38 and 11 Monday night to beat
Philadelphia.
Elevating his game in response
to a challenge is nothing new.
Jordan averaged 31 points and
six rebounds in 39 minutes heading into the six games. But the
elevated playing time it requires
- 43 minutes in New Jersey and
47 in Philadelphia - is already
showing in wear and tear.

Pail Mirkolt
The BG News

MINNEAPOLIS - Utah
coach Rick Majerus thinks
he knows how to combat
Kentucky's depth.
"Food poisoning," he
said.
The coach who's always
quick with a one-liner
wasn't joking however
when he really assessed the
Wildcats, the top seeds in
the Midwest Regional and
strong favorites to reach
the Final Four.
"We have a good team.
We've played a good schedule," Majerus said Wednesday. "But we've not played
the likes of these guys."
Kentucky (30-2) went
through the Southeastern
Conference undefeated,
something that hadn't been
done in 40 years. The Wildcats have good size, great
quickness, can shoot the
3-pointer and have more
quality depth than anybody
around.

The Bowling Green women's
tennis team heads south to the
sunny skies of New Orleans for
spring break as they compete in
the New Orleans Invitational.
The team will face tough competition from host New Orleans,
Southwestern Louisianna, Southeastern Louisianna and Southern
Mississippi. New Orleans boasts
the 14th ranked team in the
Southwest region. Also with regionally ranked players is Southeastern Louisianna with sophomores Julia Merdlns and Simona
Nedorostoba, ranked 13th and
14th respectively.
The stiffest competition will
come from Southern Mississippi's twins. The twins, Kati and
Susie Kocsis are both ranked in
the top 100 nationally. Kati is
ranked eighth and Susie is
ranked 86th Falcon coach Penny
Dean knows the team faces some
tough challenges, but that Is just
what the doctor ordered.
"We are going to run into some
tough competition down south,"
Dean stated. "That's exactly
what we need."

"If anyone beats them
this year, they will have
earned their title," said
Louisville coach Denny
Crum, whose team could
wind up facing Kentucky in
the regional finals, "because I still think they are
by far the best team."
Utah (27-6) will counter
Thursday night with one
excellent player in forward
Keith Van Horn, plus a solid
group of supporting
players. Van Horn is a second-team Ail-American and
two-time Western Athletic
Conference player of the
year who is healthy this
week - last weekend, he
missed the first-round
game due to the flu.
In Brandon Jessie and
Michael Doleac, the Utes
have enough size and
strength to present problems for Kentucky's frontline. The unknown - as it is
with just about everyone
who plays Kentucky - Is
whether Utah will be able to
handle the Wildcats' pressure and then get good
See NCAA, page eight.

can say that I went to NCAAs and
the person who beat me didn't
go" Patteson said. "At the time It
felt like my whole career was
blown up in one race, but that
was only because I was emotional
...I'm better now."
Patteson Is thankful for the opportunity to compete at the
NCAA level and for the guidance
that coach Julian, and assistant
coach Kendra Ackers have provided.

APpkMWMcrrrGuk

Louisville's Samaki Walker stuffs the ball during team practice at the Metrodome in Minneapolis
Wednesday.

The Falcons are also heading
south to gain some practice and
game experience on the outdoor
courts. The nice weather last
week enabled the team a few
workouts outdoors, but the frigid
temperatures and snow have returned. Dean feels the practice
outdoors will help the Falcons
game progress. "We played a few
times outdoors thanks to the
weather," Dean said. "We'll be
playing on hardcourts in New Orleans, and the experience outdoors should help us for the
spring."
Some changes will be made in
the Falcons line-up, Including the
addition of freshman Jenny
Cheung in the singles line-up.
Cheung will debut at sixth singles, while freshman Aranxta
Gomez will play fourth singles
and junior Julie Wdsblatt will fill
in at the fifth singles slot. Dean
feels'Cheung has the talent and
diversity to compete In singles.
"She (Cheung) has a great variety to her game." Dean stated.
"She can volley or come to the
net. Jenny is a very intelligent
player."
See TENNIS, page nine.

Softball has trouble in paradise
Jeremy Yoha
The BG News
Maybe it was that the bats
were a little rusty from the winter layoff? Or maybe the pitching
was a tad off? Then again the
competition could have been that
good.
For the Falcon Softball team it
was probably a little of all three
as BG found wins hard to come
by In their first action of the year
dropping all six games (one game
was an exhibition and does not
count as a loss) in Hawaii.
In the Bank of Hawaii Invitational softball tournament, BG

was pitted against teams that Tournament team behind her ing her shoulder at the beginning
have already been involved in performance at the plate. She of the 1995 season, and Garrett
plenty of action on the season. went 9-of-18 and scored three Gholston saw her first collegiate
Among the five teams BG faced runs, while Cricks had four hits action, giving up three earned
runs over four Innings.
was 19th ranked Hawaii. The and a double.
Wolf,pitched In five of the
Falcons fell to the team from
Miller-Reif felt it was BG's
Honolulu twice, losing by a score lack of offense that hampered games and suffered three losses.
"[Jen] is trying to get her timthem the most and not the oppoof 9-0 both times.
ing back," Reif said. "She has
"We knew when we went out sition's pitching.
"Pitching didn't dominate as been off for a whole year."
there, we were going to be a little
Over spring break, the Falcons
tight," said BG head coach Ra- much as the hitting did because
they have had more hitting," she will play a slew of games includchel MiUer-Relf.
Outfielder Jenny Ranz and said. "They are averaging about ing tournaments at California
second baseman Melissa Cricks 20 games under their belt so that and Fresno State. From there BG
will swing back to the midwest to
provided most of the offensive explains that a little bit"
Two pitchers had two firsts for open up conference play at Cenattack for BG with half of the
the Falcons. Jennifer Wolf made tral Michigan.
Falcons 26 hits.
Keeping a positive attitude
Ranz was named to the All- her first appearance since injur-

\

over the course of the weekend
will be one of the keys if the Falcons hope to break into the win
column.
"This is a solid and premier
tournament nationally," MillerReif said. "I think we will play
well. We just have to stick
together as a team. If we start
playing as individuals and letting
things get to us then we are going
to get beat up a little bit."
As for Central Michigan, Miller-Reif expects another competitive game.
"Central Is solid," Miller-Reif
See PARADISE, page nine.
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BG rugby honored with hand shake Cowboys Irvin to go
before grand jury
Brian Gibson
special to The BC News

. U It was asked once last weekend, it was asked a hundred times
- where and who is Bowling
Green? Thirty-six hours later
that question was resoundingly
answered as the Falcon rugby
team crushed five east coast opponents to win the Washington,
D.C St Patrick's Day Tournament.
Bowling Green beat Mount St.
Mary's 54-0, Kutztown University 15-0, Loyola 10-7, Princeton
41-7, Albany State 9-0 and Princeton again In the final 16-5. Leading the charge was winger Paul
Tod who scored 79 points for the
Falcons over the weekend including all of the points in two of the
matches.
"Rugby has been around the
:'Eastern seaboard a hundred
years longer than it's been
played in the Midwest, and a lot
of people out there think that
they invented the game," said BG
coach Roger Mazzarella. "We
very definitely upset the balance
of the collegiate rugby universe
last weekend"
. "A lot of people have heard
that BG is good, but this is the
first time that most of them got
to see how good," said Falcon
. captain Dan Kelley.
"One of the highlights of my
OBacMBg career came after we
beat Princeton and several USA
Rugby officials came over to our
sideline and Introduced me to the
New Zealand ambassador. He
shook my hand and said that we
had played the best rugby he had
seen in the three years he had
been here," Mazzarella said

T
it
♦

Thi Associated Pratt

counciy «f rugby teanifltoitr Mminlli

A Princeton ball carrier bits a wall of BG defenders. Ken Fink, Mike Grim, Jon Swltzer, Dan Kelley,
Chris Hald and on the ground are Beau Yoshlda and Tony Tyson.
The Falcons achievement is
even more remarkable in light of
the fact that they had only been
able to practice outside just three
days before leaving for Washington.
In the first match against
Mount St. Mary's the Falcons
came out with the after burners
roaring. It only took flanker

MID AM MANOR
• NOW RENTING •
Choose form choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1996 and school year
1996-1997

t

♦
♦
furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
♦ 2 bedroom,
♦
and water included, air conditioning.
♦
♦
♦64 1 Third St Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380 ♦
,

Vlnce Ketterer thirty seconds to
pounce on a loose ball for his
first career try and gave BG a
quick 5-0 lead. From then on a
steady procession of Brown and
Orange Jerseys punched over the
goal line with the regularity of a
metronome. Eight man Jeff
McVey scored twice and fullback
Tony Mazzarella and wing Kevin
Kline added solo efforts. Tod did
the most damage with three tries
and six conversion kicks.
In the first Princeton match
and with the USA Rugby officials
looking on, the Falcons could
seemingly do no wrong as they
meticulously dissected a team
that had already qualified for the
sweet 16 by a 41-5 score. Once
again the Falcons struck within
seconds of the opening whistle.
This time it was Mazzarella beating a Tiger defense that would
have had trouble catching a cold
let alone the hard running fullback.
Forwards Matt Koon and Chris

»l|||j

Hald also added tries but once
again Tod did the major damage
with a pair of tries, five conversions and a penalty field goal.
"We could do no wrong against
Princeton, and we couldn't have
picked a better audience to do it
in front of," Mazzarell said. "Paul
Tod had a career weekend. Fifteen years ago, 79 points was the
most anyone on this team had
scored in an entire season."

DALLAS - Prosecutors say
Dallas Cowboys wide receiver
Michael Irvin will be subpoenaed
to testify Thursday before a
grand jury about why he was In a
motel room where a woman was
arrested on drug charges.
While Investigating a motel
manager's complaint early
March 4 about possible prostitution and drug use, police In
suburban Irving said they discovered marijuana, cocaine and
drug paraphernalia in a room occupied by four people.
A woman Identified as Angela
Renee Beck, 22, of Cedar Hill, a
south Dallas suburb, was the only
person arrested
"The narcotics were found in
her property or Immediately
around her" and she claimed all
the drugs belonged to her, Lt.
Jimmy Perdue of the Irving
Police Department said Tuesday
night.
Now, Dallas County prosecutors say they want statements
from Irvin, former Cowboys'
tight end Alfredo Roberts and
another woman.
"Somebody possessed those
drugs. There were four people In
that room, and I don't know If it
was one of them or all of them.
We're just trying to find out,"
first assistant district attorney
Norm Kinne said Tuesday night.
"We're not satisfied at this
time as to who all is responsible.
NCAA

That, and Utah's size advantage up front, are what most concern Kentucky coach Rick Pitino,
shots.
Virginia Tech did a good job who noted that the Utes ranked
against the press in a second- No. 3 nationally in rebounding.
"I think they have strengths
round game last week, but got
worn out by Kentucky's parade over us, and I think we have
of players and wound up losing strengths over them," he said.
"Which strengths win out?"
by 24.
"It'll be something we haven't
Crum might argue that
faced much this year," said
guard Mark Rydalch. "We cant strength of character is what has
run up and down the floor and carried his Louisville team to the
regional semifinals against No. 2
exchange baskets with them."
Maybe not, but Van Horn said seed Wake Forest. The Cardinals
the Utes will have to attack the (22-11) have had to contend with
press and then try to do what has injuries, academic disqualificaworked so well all year - get to tions and an NCAA investigation
the foul line. The Utes led the na- during a season that almost endtion this year, hitting 78 percent ed in the first round of the tournament.
from the line.
Instead, the llth-seeded Cardinals rallied from a late 12-point
deficit to beat Tulsa, then
knocked out third-seeded Villanova in the second round. This
from a team that entered the
tournament having lost four out
of five.

Continued from page leven.

Against Kutztown Tod was the
entire show as he booted five
penalty field goals. The tiring
Falcons won their third match of
the day by a 15-0 score.
Sunday the Falcons opened
with a lackluster 9-0 win over Albany State. Fly half Corey Ward
booted two penalty field goals
and fullback Brian Self added
another in the semifinal round
victory.
With fatigue now a major factor, the Falcons once again
turned to Tod who again did all of
BG's scoring as they faced Princeton for the second time In the
championship match

'WinSome CashJorSvmw'BriakJll
Only At...

*Jfor<fa6Ce Cousin*
"Do you need some extra cosh for spring break?"
Win $200 in cash.
Just come to Gamers karaoke night on Wednesdays &
Thursdays beginning February 15 to enter for our...

Go south for Spring Break....
Spring Break Giveaway

[S*Person...

$27j20

They are going to be asked to
give their statements so that we
can see who is criminally responsible for the narcotics," Kinne
said
Irvin could not be reached for
comment Tuesday. At their home
in suburban Carrollton, a woman
Identifying herself only as his
wife said that she was unaware of
the incident and that her husband
was out of town. The Dallas
Morning News reported.
According to a 911 transcript
obtained Tuesday, the motel
manager complained:
"We have two Individuals who
keep checking into our hotel. ...
They've been renting the rooms
and when we have to clean up
after them, we've been finding
cocaine and crack and marijuana. Well, they're back on our
property tonight and their room
Is getting noisy."
Irving police chief Lowell Cannaday said the circumstances
appear suspicious, but that the
police department doesn't have
enough evidence to arrest or
charge the witnesses involved.
"It's not a crime to be in a room
at the Residence Inn," Cannaday
said.
Irvin recently completed the
most successful of his eight
seasons with the Cowboys. He
was named to the Pro Bowl for
the fifth time and holds Cowboys
records for most receptions and
receiving yardage.

"I've never had a team I think
that is as short-handed as this
team play as well as this team
has played," said Crum, who is in
his 25th year at Louisville. "I
think most of it has to do with
their effort and their attitude."
The Cardinals have some pretty good players, too, most notably
DeJuan Wheat and Samaki Walker. Wheat leads the team with 18
points per game and has led the
Cardinals in scoring and assists
the past two years. Walker, who
missed 10 games while the NCAA
looked into his dad's purchase of
a car, gives Louisville size and
scoring inside.
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JOHN NEWL0VB REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
"'dashers
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(Too many to list) ,
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Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments
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Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with bur friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
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Thompson chooses job over gambling
Tim Dahlberg
The Associated Press

LAS VEGAS - Georgetown
basketball coach John Thompson, bowing to the wishes of his
university president, today
said he will drop his application for a Nevada gaming license.
Thompson had planned to
operate slot machines at the
Las Vegas airport but was told
by the Rev. Leo O'Donovan, the
university president, that he
couldn't do that and remain
Hoyas coach.
"Our position is that it Is
inappropriate for an active
Georgetown University coach
to have investments in the
gaming Industry," said the

Rev. Leo O'Donovan, Georgetown's president.
Thompson, in Atlanta to
coach Georgetown in the
NCAA East regional, said he
had reconsidered after speaking with O'Donovan.
"He is a person who has been
extremely supportive and a
person who I love very dearly
because he's permitted me to
be me," Thompson said. "I
have decided to drop It"
Thompson, an avid Las
Vegas slot machine player, applied for the license months
ago to join a Las Vegas casino
owner In the company that
operates a lucrative string of
1,000 slot machines at McCarran International Airport.
News of his planned entry

into the gaming Industry was
greeted Icily by both the university and the NCAA.
NCAA executive director
Cedric Dempsey said It would
be "ill-advised for anyone connected to college sports to be
Involved, even peripherally,
with gambling interests."
Dempsey also said he
"strong concerns about
Image statement that
makes about the sport
about him as a coach."

had
the
this
and

Thompson wants to own 10
percent of a company controlled by Michael Gaughan
that runs the slot machine concession at the Las Vegas airport. Gaughan is the principle

PARADISE
Continued from page seven.

stockholder in a company that
owns two casinos, but the slot
machine concession is separate
from the casinos.

said. "They have been for the entire time I have been in the conference and they will look to take
two from us because It Is at their
house."

Gaughan's son, Brendan, Is a
senior walk-on guard on the
Georgetown team, which
Dempsey said could be a further Invitation to controversy
if the team doesn't play well In
a big game.

Thursday
Hawaii 9, BQ 0
Hawaii hurlers silenced Falcon battars in ihe first gams of ths invitational
holding BG to one hit Ths Rainbow
Wahin* slammed BG starter Jennifer
Wolf from the get go scoring four in the
first and added another run in the sec-

"If your team competes and
doesn't play to the caliber that
it's capable of playing, there's
going to be the question of
whether or not the game had
been fixed," Dempsey said. "It
Just opens up a tremendous
suspicion, I think, that is not
necessary."

ond to open up an early lead.
Sophomore Melissa Cricks had the
lone hit for the Falcons.
Friday
Tennessee-Chattanooga 5, BG 4
Freshman Garrett Ghdston made
her college debut on the mound lor BG
and pitched lour innings allowing 3
earned runs on four hits. Ths Falcons
used some timely hitting and some
fielding errors by the Lady Moos to
snatch a 4-0 lead heading into the fifth
inning.
BG brought in freshman Amy Hamilton to relieve Ghdston in the fifth, but
promptly gave up the go-ahead run to
suffer the loss.

TENNIS
Continued from page seven.

Along with the changes in the
singles line-up, the doubles lineup will be changed as well. Dean
plans on changing each of the
doubles teams during the trip,
and hopes to find a doubles duo

that gels. "We still need a lot of
work, and one way to do that is
through competition," Dean
stated. "Ill be looking at the doubles teams carefully. We need to
find some chemistry."
Dean feels the trip will be a
good measuring stick.

Classifieds
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Bowkmg GrMn Suit University
Career Services
Campus Recruitmenl Calendar
For toe weeks of:
Aprl 15.1906 through May 3.1906
Scheduling On-Campue Interviews:
Interview son-ups tor tha recruiting period April
15. 1006 through May 3, 1996 wiH begin with
Advanced Job Hunters Sign-up on Monday,
AprH 1, 1996 at 5pm and oonbnua through
Wednesday at 4pm. Beginning at 5 pm on
Wadnaaday. April 3. 1996. any registered student and alumnua may access the Mgn-up
system lor Genera) S»gnupe It it recommended thai student* who have received »ttart of mvttaton tor Pra-Setecton Interviews
wait until Wadnaaday. at 5 p m to select your
reserved interview time. Refer to tha instruction* lor pre-selecion sign-up on pages 12 -13
of the Career Search Manual. A- interview
schedules remain on-line unbl two day s prior to
the organization's visit. A message not avaHabie tor sign-ups indicates that a schedule is online. In this Instance, please call the office directly at 372-2356 to schedule en interview appointment
Acceealng the Placement System:
1. Oal 372-9699. (You must be registered with
Resume Eipert Plus)
(You will hear) n you wish to schedule an appointment with a vrtiting employer, press toe 1
hey II you would like to hear Placement News,
press toe 2 key. Press toe 3 key it you have
been pre-selected by an employer. Press the 4
key to access the Alumni VP Service. Press
the 5 key to hear your confirmed appointments.
Press the star (•) key to quit
2. Press 1 to schedule an interview or Press 3
when you have been preselected by an employer.
3. Enter your IdenOltcation Number. (The number you used on your Resume Expert Plus

(MO.
4. Enter toe seven-digit schedule number lor
Ihe employer with whom you would like to
schedule an interview (this number is located
on the Campus Recruiting Calendar, to toe left
of the position title >
If you have entered a valid number the system
will play the message:
You have selected (name of orpanizaton). if
this Is correct press toe pound (#) key to con
onue or toe star (*) key to choose another organization.
The system will now verify that you meet toe
requirement!, as specified by toe employer. If
you meet toe requirements, you can proceed.

Otherwise, toe system will play a message
which explains why you are unable to sign-up
with toe employer. Should you wish to be considered by (his employer, add you name to toe
Waiting List and submit a copy ol your Placement Data SheeL
5. Press the 1 key tor a morning interview,
press toe 2 key tor an afternoon interview, or
press the 3 key tor tha next available time
(Press either 1.2 or 3).
Once you have selected a time, then you may
press the pound (#) key to accept toe time, or
press the star (*) key k) reject the Dme. When
you press the pound (I) key. the system wil
play toe message: An interview has been
reserved for you at (time). Press toe star (*) key
to schedule an interview with another organization or the pound key to return to start
6. Repeat sups 4 and 5 to schedule additional
interviews.
7. Bnng a copy of your Placement Data Sheet
on high quality resume paper within 46 hours
to toe Sign-up Room adjacent to the Career
Services' reception area, 360 Saddlemire Student Services Building. Place your data sheet
on the top shelf of toe employer's mailbox
Please take any available recruiting literature
which was forwarded by the organization and
review toe employer's Ma m the Center for Career Resources prior to your interview Fsllure
to submit your Placement Date Sheet within
46 hours may result In your removal tram
the Inteview schedule WKhout notification

Pteaee remember if you are unable tor any
reason to stgn-up tor an interview, you wiH be
asked whether you wish to add your name to
the WaiDng List. Students are encouraged to
get on Waiting Lists. Should the employer send
another recruiter or modify the position requirements (i.e. lower GPA requirements), you
will be notified directly for an interview. You
muot also submit a Placement Data Sheet
for every Wafting List
Consult the Career Services' homepage
(httoV/Yrww bgsu edu/offices/careers/index.
html) or listen to Placement News (press 2) to
keep informed of changes or additions to interview schedules, or other Career Services programs.
Cancellation of Interview Appointments:
Cancellation of an interview must be reported
in person to the Career Services no later than
5pm one week (7 full days) before the interview
day. Complete a cancellation card in the Signup Room of Career Services You can not
cross your name off an interview schedule.
Lais cancellations will result In forfeiture of
sign-up privileges lor the next recruiting period.
No Show Policy: No-shows are missed Intervew appointments. Employers become very
upset when students miss their scheduled appointments which harms BGSU's reputation in
toe market place. The penahy tor a no-show is
immediate suspension of your sign-up privileges for the next recruiting period. To reinstate
your sign-up privileges, you are required to
write a letter of apology to the employer for

The University Bookstore will be
Closed for Inventory
Tuesday, March 26,1996
Will reopen Wednesday, March 27
at 8:00 a.m.
University Bookstore

missmg the interview, bring this letter along
with an addressed, stamped envelope, and
meet with a staff member to explain your behavior. Any student who "no-shows" twice wiH
be denied interviewing privileges for the remainder of the academic year.
Notice of atlzenehlp Requirements: If an
employer is wiling to interview international
students, tots wi be nottd in the position requirements.
Spotlight Preeentatlone: Spotlight presentations offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibilities and orgarvzaaonai pheoaophy. Al students scheduling interviews are strongly encourage to attend
appropnate Spotlights. Please carefully note
dates, times and locations of Spotlight presentations, as they may van/. Consult the Campus
Recuitment Calendar tor dates, times and locations.

Additional Placement Servkee: There are
important services available to you at the Career Services. Please note that not all organizations and companies regularly recruit on college campuses. The list below generally reflects the high demand areas in toe world of
work. Please do not become discouraged if
your career field is not requested. Each day.
Ihe staff of Career Services refers registered
students directly to employers who have positions in a wide variety of career fields. We also
assist you in conducting a job search through
the following services: career and placement
counseling, VIP professional vacancy hotline,
job search workshops, professional development seminars, career fairs and the Falcon Canter Connection. The Center for Career Resources contains a wealth of information about
careers, employers and current fob vacancies
inALLIelds.

YOU MUST SUBMIT A COPY OF YOUR
LASER PRINTED PLACEMENT OATA
SHEET WTTHIN M HOURS AFTER SIGNING
UP. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS POLICY MAY RESULT IN YOUR REMOVAL
FROM THE MTERV1EW SCHEDULE.
Monday, 4/15/95
ROCRIG DIVISION OF PtFZER
6106- 01 -1 Hearth Care Representative
AM EXECUTIVE
6106-02-1 Systems Administrator '
RESIDENCE teV, BY MARRIOTT
«106-03-11

continued on p. 10
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Upcoming Events:

3-29i WAR
4-4: Frank Black

3©®8 ®tf §0^3

Tyrone's Power Wheel

4-12t Verve Pipe
4-13: Howard Jones

(foraserly off PIXIES)
Address: 209 N. Superior Toledo, Ohio

Info line: 243-4449

SPRING BREAK
Chily's Express and GT Express open Friday,
March 22nd, 9:00-2:00pm.
Commons Dining Center closed March 22nd.
All other Dining Centers will be closed at
2:00pm March 22nd.
Harshman Dining Center will open March
31st at 4:30pm.
Founders Keepers Food Court opens March
31st at 4:30pm.
Galley opens at 6:00pm, March 31st.
Founders Keepers Snack Bar opens at 7:00pm,
March 31st
Chily's Express will open at 4:30pm,
March 31st.
All dinning centers will open for breakfast
Monday, April 1st.
All other snack bars and stores will open at
their regular hours, April 1st.

Food Operations

Colored Ink

Classifieds
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Checker's Pub presents Laser Linda's Karoke
every Sun.. Tuss .Wed evenings
Tuesday. 4/ie/M
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
8107-01-1 Hesesrcfl Assists"!
ASHLANO CrTY SCHOCtS
6100-02 iTsschsrs
Wednesday, 4/17/M
PONEER/RANOUSTRIAL
810S-01 -1 SalM Assoasts
Thursday, 4/1 MM
BALDRIDGE READING 8 STUDY SKllS
8109-03-1 Assodstsrlnstruaor
ICTLFE/TOLEDO
6109-01 1 Account Representative
ARAMARK
S10B-O4-1 Hospitslily Msnsgsmsnt Manager
Trams*
FWNEYTOWN LOCAL SCHOOLS
8I0S-06-1 Teachers
Monday. 4/22/M
DANA CORPORATION
6113-01-1 Financial Management
Tuesday, V21/96
WESTFIELDCOMPANIES
6114-01-1 Prograrnrnsr
CELLULAR ONE
6114-02-1 Account Exscutlvs
PERRY CORPORATION
6114-03-1 Territory Salsa Manager
Thursday, MaVH
ATLANTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
8123-01-1 Tsschsra

CAMPUS EVENTS

Dont forgst applications for BQSEA
1996-1997 Officer Posisons are due Friday.
March 221

SERVICES OFFERED

CHARIOT EXPRESS TRANSPORTATION
Airports. Bus/Train Stations. HOME I
Any dry ol your choice'
4 ride lor pries of 1
Rios in luxury sedan for taxi raws
Advenes reservations suggested
Cat Geres now at 410-266-6338.
Ms|or CrsdH Csrds OlarJy Accepted!
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy tssa. ConBdanoal end
caring. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

SBX'SBX'SBX-SBX
Personalized
Graduation Announcements
48 hour service
Mln. Order oil 8
Slop In end sss us!

353-7732

SKYDTVE BG. SAYS JUMP INTO SPRING'
islJump dsaaes starting Aprs 6. Student and
group discounts Visa 6 MC accepted 10
minutes from BGSU. SKYDTVE BO. 352-5200
Wanted 100 Students
Lose 8-10 be. New Metabolism breakthrough
I lost I5lbs. In 3 weeks. GUARANTEED RESULTS. $35 cost 1-600-666-31129.

PERSONALS

EVERY THURSDAY
COFFEEE HOUSE AT THE FALCONS NEST
6PM FREE ADMISSION
"•LOW COFFEE PRICES-"
Contact 2-7164 tor more into
sponsored by UAO
Pick up your Sbs 6 Kids t-snirt order form today at the Union Foyer from 9 am to 4:30 p m
Shim are 98 cash/bur serable Ready lor pick.
up 4/12. Sic* * Kida 4/12 - 4/14 -Falcon
Frenzy!"
PIAVWFAIS BALLS OUT BINGO.
PICK UP a Bingo card « WFAL s Waal Han
studios LISTEN to ins
Big Hilry Posse Show.
Thursday, March 21 from e-Bpm on 880AM
or Wood Cable 50 to WIN 1100 csjh. concert
tickets to ses Glove B Special Sauce or Barensued Ladies or CDs
SPMNO BREAKERS!
UAO would like to wish everyone
a sale 8 happy SPRING B REAKI
TODAYS THE DAYII
HP HSA. 6 S8X TUITION RAFFLE DRAW
M IS AT NOON IN THE FALCONS NEST.
DC YOU GET TICKETS??
W* i nvte you 10 (nvssDgsts
The Bshs'l F.Hh
Fridays 3pm Am 1000 BA
For into 287-3230 (local call)
or 353-6175 ask lor Maiinda

• JS > lor Scholars •
A HUGE THANKS TO STUDENT BOOK
EXCHANGE FOR THEIR SPONSORSHIP IN
THE 14TH ANNUAL TUITION RAFFLEI
THANKS FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORTOFBGSUI
-S-TeamThank you at S Team members tor ell your
hard-work and dedication to Dance Marathon
Extra thanks to Mary Beth Bschtel, Meghan
Fsdool, Dans Hampton.
Your captains Todd and Deb
"Da nee Marathon"
Alpha Ormcron Pi' Kappa Alpha
Ths sisters c4 Alpha Ornicron Pi would liks »
thank the gentleman of Kappa Alpha for me
Kissing Carnations and the wonderful song!!
You guys are great!1'
Kappa Alpha ' Alpha Ornicron Pi
Attention Spring Breakers!
Last minuts speosls to
Panama City
Cancun
Jamaica
Lowest Price Guaranteed
E ndless Summer Tours
1-600-234 7007
OAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK!
Break away so the honest acton si Florida
where guys meet gerksi New moss) on tie
ocean. AAA-assd. beach volleyball, free MTV.
Pod and wet bar open 24 hours. Donl be left
out of this Spscial Promotion Call
1-600-682-0918.
Don't ruin your apnng vacation because you're
too cheap to buy a tanning package.
Campus Tanning ' 3S2-7889
ENJOYA SUMMER OF
ENRICHMENT ANDFUNIII
"A Summer in Mexico Program"
4 weeks m Guadalajara and 1 1 Mexico City. 6
hrs. credit in two courses on Mexican culture.
There is no substitute tor positive experience
than to trsvel through cultural reslibss ol Ancient and Modem Mexico For more tntormason call Prolsssor Andrsds 372-7119

Management Inc.
Large 3 Bdrm. 120 1/2 N.
Prospect St. close to downtown
& campus 12 mo. lease starting
8-15-96, up to 4 occupants.
$750/mo + util. 353-5800

CA

Management Inc.

tn MI m M an m »,w
1 & 2 Bdrms available at our
Hillsdale Apts. very spacious,
carports. Starts$350/mo3535800 only a few still remaining

EUROPE $229
CanbbeerVMe xico 1180
Be a little flexible and save m
Wei help you besi tie sirkns prices.
Destinations worldwide.
AIRHCTCH 600-326-2009
sirruirii9neicom.com
EVERY THURSDAY
COFFEE HOUSE 9 THE FALCON'S NEST
6PM FREE ADMISSION
—LOWCOFFEE PRICES"'
Contact 2-7164 tor more into
sponsored by UAO
GET READY FOR SPRING BREAK
20% oft all sunglssses with this ad Ray-Ban
Serenget. Boss, many in stock Catalogs
svMsbts. 1022 N Prospect. BG 352-2502.

-►

A special tisnks to UAO directors and sxscu
nvss tor si their herd work and positive stu
tude Keep up The great workl

Grants, SchoUrshlpe AvsUsblefll
Billions of 1(1 In private rundlng.
Qualify ImmsoJatsly. 1-800-400-0206.

UAO Directors snd

JM

1 M-F summsr subieassr tor turn, apt Arc.
Into cads, reasonable rent, ufj. indud
Close to campus. Ossn. Also nssd room
msis tor 06-07 school year Csl 354-6067.

COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS neededl
100 poaaltonal Coed aummer camp. Pocono
Mine. PA. Qood salary/lips I (006) 660-3339.

Office ol Student Activities

2 ID 4 Subkssssrs needed tor summsr.
Large wo bedroom Ctoss to campus, rent negotopls. 362-7311.

Ths ones of Studsnl Activities would like to
thank Joanne Bruning lor 25 yesrs of dedication and service.

2-4 Summsr Subkssssrs Needed Huge 2 bed
room lownhouss w/bsssmsnt. Rent nsgoeablelCel Holy or Stoph 354-7043.

Office ol Studenl Activities

Female Roommsts Nssded For Summer/Fsl
BrVSprmg 07. Call Anns 354-3084

PLAY WFAL SBalls Out Binge
PCK UP A Bingo card in WFAL'S West Hsl
Slides. LISTEN TO THE Big Hslry Posse
Show.
Thursday, March 21 from 68pm on 660AM or
Wood Cable 50 to WW $100 Cash, concert
tickets to sss G-Love B, Special Sauce, or
Bsrsneked Ladies or CD's.

Fsmskt Sublssssr wan hid for Summsr.
$150/mo Ctoss to campus. Start 6/1/96
372-5705

Sig Kap • Sig Ep' Sig Kap
Ths aMBl of Sigms Kappa would like to tvsnk
the brothers of Sigma Phi Epaiton for the kissing carnations You guys srs wonderful!!
Sig Kap ' Sig Ep ' Sig Kap
Sigma Kappa ■ Sigma Kappa
Hey Sig Ksps. lets hssr it tor our ICO awards!!
Christy James be careful roller-blsdihg sure
Is dangsrouel Jakne Morphy. how was maze
onus rjd you ever find tie end? Grstchen
LowsDsncs Marathon Shs-devll, need we say
more?
Sigma Kappa'Sigma Kappa
Sigma Kappa ' Sigma Kappa
Congretulaiions to our Sisters ol ths Week.
Ralna Gllmors and Shannon Rose. Keep up
tie greet work Rama and Shsnnon'l
Love. Your Slanra
Sigma Kappa ' Sigma Kappa

STAT MAJORS"
Toledo firm needs students
who have taken Stats 211 8 212
lor Summer ■ 15-20 hrs/wk
$5/hr. Computer Literacy
REQUIRED Apply wlresume 10
Co-Op Office: 310 Student Services
2-2451 tor details

Local lands ..Ws want your muslcl
Send your tapes/CD's/whatever to Bill C. Co
WFAL 120 West Hall BGSU to be played on
Regional Radio every Sunday 0-10 p.m. on
WFALsm6*»>cst»s50.
Mass or ismsis sublessor from now until Msy.
$225/mo. Ctoss to campus. Elsctric 6 phons
only. Very mce apt Cal 353-3212.
Roommsts Nssded
Now thru July
l OS 1/2 N. Mam Apt. G
Convenient Location
Right Across from ths bars.
tieOfmonti Pleesscell 353-7416

STATS MAJOR Si'i
Toledo firm needs students
who have taken Slats 211 4 212
tor summer- 1S20hraAvk
$5/hr. Computer Literacy
REQUIRED. Apply w/rssums
D Co-op office: 310 SS
2-2451 tor details.

Roommate warned 10 miles south of BG. Mobils horns, wsshsr/drysr. Central Air. No util
$2SO/mo. 655-3174 leave mss.
SUMMER SUBLEASER NEEDED
spsoous 4 bdrm houss - 4 th snd high

csl: 352-7576
Summsr Subieassr nssded. Closs to campus.
2 bedrooms Call 3S4-3173 atlsr 3pm.
Summer Subteasers nssded tor 5 bedroom
house. Ctoss to campus! For more into csl
3S3-4414QT 372-4507 or 372-6174.
Wsntsd: Two roommaiss tor 96-97 school
year. IvVF. For more into, csl Heather or Krisn
SI 372-1581.

HELP WANTED

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Fttlwlfl, PartU.
Reiorii new hiring. Earn
10
S3.000-96.000wmoI Airtw«l Rcom/Boarai
FREE VIOEOw/pfooram! StaM Lic«n»d Sw
vio.C«H9l9)932-14afl.airt-Ai02.
Alaska Job. Earn up to 30K in 3 months. Fishing, construction, canaries, oil fields, plus
mora. 7 days. 407-875-202? ant. 0S61.

STATS MAJORS"
Toledo Arm needs students
who have taken Stats 211 8212
for Summsr -15-20 hraJvA.
ISVhr. Computer Litsrscy
REQUIRED Apply w/rssums
BCc-opOfltes:310S.S.
2-24S1 tor details
SummerSubte.se
Live in the Pamied Lady Ctoss to campus $
ths bars. 3 HUGE bedrooms. Cat Kim si
352-6360.
TONK1HTATOAMERS
KARAOKE CONTEST
$180 FIRST PRIZE
$50 SECOND PRIZE
SSOTMRDPRIZE
WIN CASH FOR SPRING BREAK
TUITION RAFFLE COMMITTEE
THE WORK'S ALL CONE - THANKS TO ALL
OF YOUI THANKS TO ALL HSA AND HONORS PROGRAM kCMBERS WHO HAVE
HELPED MAKE THIS THE THIRD CONSEC
UTIVE RECORD-BREAKING YEAR! WE APPRECIATE EVERY HOUR YOU DONATED.
BROOKE $ CARRE

EVERGREEN APARTMENTS.
1 BDRM or EFF. units, laundry
on site, tons of parking. Locatec
behindODOTat2i5 E. PoeRd
353-5800

If your interested in the Healthcare field, call Nora Bundy at
(419)878-8523.
Heartland of Browning
8885 Browning Drive
Waterville, Ohio 435661

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000 ♦ /month working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies World Travel. Seasonal
A fuH-nrne employment available. No experience necessary For more informaoon call
1 -206-971-35S0 ext CSS445
Dispatcher position on the 3rd shift. Some Dane knowledge ol Vie trucking induatry. Able to
deal with drivers. Office responsibilities Full
time, year round position. Contact personnel
manager Dan Singed at Bowling Transportation, 5110 Defiance Pike. Wayne. Ohio 43466,
286-2385.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P O Box 774
OWhe.KS 66051.
HOME TYPISTS
PC Users needed $45,000 income potential.
Call 1 800-513-4343 Ex.. B-Q84P.
Island Hopper is looking tor a band to play a
variety of music aboard ship on Thurs., Fri.. A
Sat. Send demo tape or VCR tape to: 4 N. Jef
lerson. Port Clinton. OH 43452.

Writers to help developing local business
newspaper. Nominal fees. 352-8363.

FOR SALE
89 Cf»»y 4i4 Silverado. Nsw snoms/many
nsw parts. (6000 O.B.O. Call Jason slier S
p.m. si 352-7081.
12 * 60 Hallmark mobile horns, unique bernsided inwnor, sprayed ceilings, garden tub.
New furnace, water healer, floor Insulation,
snd beck door. Musi see interior lo appreciate
Asking S6SO0 Only 10 mass Irom BG, Lawndais S86 (Wsston). 668-3810.
Besufjful double loft. University approved.
(12S O B O Nice kitchen table w/2 chairs $60
O.B.O. Really nice TV/VCR Stand, looks Ike
new, ISO O.B.O. Cool Bear Cam couch.
Breaks kilo 2 pieces. Modem design. $200
O.B.O. Cal Sam 353-2345
Loft w/top mattress 160, couch $50, 36" by
26' snno.ua kitchen table $50 (O.B.O.) Csl
Mksst3S2-t1S6

FOR RENT
•353-0325 • Reduced Retee •
1 or 2 bedroom apis. Etfldeneies 6 rooms
300 bled, of E Merry
8.10,12.15 mo. lasses tor 86-97 school year
• Summsr Apsrtmsnts AvalaMs ■
Csll 353-0325
very doss lo campus. A/C. Furnished

Laboratory Assistant: P/T research assistant
needed by Bowling Green lood processor. Biology major preferred. Send resume lo GreenUna Produce Co. 12700 S. Dixie Hwy. BG.
Ohio 4340?

$1750 w*»kly poatJDlo mailing our circulari.
No •iparitnc* rtquirtM B*gin no*. For Infect. 301 •»»-, 307.

Management Inc.

You Snooze You Lose

The Cleveland YachOng Club.
Summer poaibons at exclusive yachting dub.
Wil train qualified candidates aa: servers, bus
sers, host/hostess, bartenders, dock attendants, ground (keepers A lifeguards. Training dales May 10 thru i7th Interview now toi
best positions Weds, thru Sun. 200 Yacht Club
Dr. Rocky River. OH 44116.216-333-1155.

Jodi
Ws can rslisvs Scott Irom his dudes now. You'rs ON CALLI HAPPY 21MII
Love. Campbell Mil Apt.»16

a premier provider of long-term care has full and part time
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
available for Nursing Assistants. We offer $250 SIGN ON
BONUS, Medlcal/Dental/Llfe Insurance, up to 23 Days off
with Pay per year. TUITION ASSISTANCE for Nursing School.

Renting For 96-97

CEDAR POINT
SUMMERJOBS
Cedar Point Amuaamenl Park In Sandusky.
Onto has over 3.500 positions available this
summer. Cedar Point offers tow-cost housing
and living expenses,.college-style social life.
valuable Job experience, good wages and a
great bonus program.
To schadula an on-oampus interview, cal one
of our Studenl Recruiters:
Jamie Brandenburg 353-2146
Chris Lynch 372-1941
Amy Riesterer 372-1520
KnsBna Sundarman 352 0360
COUNSELORS. Ccck/kitchen mgr needed at
co-ad summer camp near Ann Arbor, Ml. Ceil
313^79-6626 tor mora Into.

Are you 'Outgoing
•S»it MoPvated
X^-Oriantad
* A T«am Playar
'Salas E xpananca
haipful but not nac—aary
Tha BO Naws is tootang tor successful advartiaing accouni aiacutivaa for Fa« if»67Sf>nrvg
1097. Appiicaioons avHabU ai 204 Waal Hal
or call John Vtroatak ai 372-2605 tor mora oatatta.
K8T SUMMER JOB IN BO
GAM GREAT MARKETING/SALES EXPERIENCE AND EARN GREAT PAY SELUNG
YELLOW PAGE ADS FOR THE STUDENT
PHONE DIRECTORY. WORK FROM APRl
THROUGH JUNE APPROXIMATELY 20
HOURS A WEEK. CALL 372-0430 FOR
MORE INFORMATION OR STOP BY 204
WEST HALL FOR AN APPLICATION. APPLtCATION DEADLINE IS MARCH 21.
CAMP COUNSELORS ANO SPECIALITY
STAFF FOft CAMP COURAGEOUS. A RESIDENTIAL SUMMER CAMP AND CAMP
CROOKED ARROW. A YMCA DAY CAMP.
BOTH LOCATED IN WHITEHOUSE. OHO.
CONTACT THE CAMP DIRECTOR AT UNIVERSITY YMCA. 206fi BROOKDALE RD.
TOLEDO. OH 43606. (410) 531-2612

"House for Rert729 4th St Comer ol 4lh High St
4 Bedrooms, central air, 1 1(2 Baths.
femskts only. 353-0325

Looking for a fun job this summer?
Work on the Island Hopper in
Port Cimton. OH. Hiring deck hands.
bartenders, waitresses, sales dorks.
Must be friendly, outgoing, A like boats
For application A interview appointment
Cal (410) 734-4336.
Student Publications la now accepting applications lor account executives to seii yellow page
advertising in the BGSU campus directory.
Successful candidates must be able to work 20
hours per week April through July, be aggressive, well-organized, and interested in earning
great pay.
To apply, stop by 204 West Hal or call Toby at
372-0430 for more information Leave a maeaage. Application deadline is March 21.
SUMMERJOBS
A fun place to work and a lifelong learning experience await you at YMCA Camps Ohiyesa
and Nissokonal Are you a caring, creative A
enthusiastic person? Do you enjoy being outdoors and have prior experience working with
chedren? Now hiring male A female resident
and day camp counselors, lifeguard/swim instructors, equestrian staff, ropes course facilitators, art teacher, nature instructor. Applications available in student employment office or
call David Marks (BiQ) 867 4533

2 BORM STUDENT RENTALS FOR
SUMMERORFALL. 1 BORM APTS FOR
GRAO. STUDENTS. 352-3445
Efflc. 1 $ 2 bdrm. spa. in houses.
12 mo. leases only starting in May. Steve
Smith 352-8817, (no calls after 8:00pm).
Effiaeny lor rent. Available May 15th
Call 352-1430
2 Bedroom Apartment lor rent
Available August 17th.
Csll 352-1430
Houss • 236 Troup. No pen, references rsq
$695 plus util AvsilsMs Aug 15,1886 - 12
gonStlssss, 352-6647
Houses. 1 ft 2 bedroom Furnished apts
1 year. 8 month, snd summsr leases
Call 352-7454
Jaymsr' Ths Highlands
Th. Horn.et.ad
1 -2 bedroom, specious, A/C. Clean, gas. heat.
storage, perking For serious sr. ft gred. so>
dent start $395 CSS 354-6036 10-5
One bedroom apartment
AVAILABLE NOW
Call 354-6600

Technical Writer/Illustrator
Clarke/American Lincoln, a leader in the manufacture of Industrial Floor Maintenance
Equipment, is seeking a Technical
Writerz-llustrator at its Bowling Green, OH faciliTha successful candidate wil have strong
communication skills Knowledge of other languages a plus. Create instruction and parts
mauals for operators and service personnel
Tha ability to understand bluepnnts, bill of materials and write in very simple, easy to under
stand language thai will be clearly understood
by uses of equipment is a must. Ability to
create drawings and illustrations that dearly
depict the parts and assemblies of machines
and knowledge ol PC opera»on and desktop
publishing software necessary to perform
these functions. One year experience m an
Engineering environment or equivalent training/experience required.
We offer a highly compeiDve salary and benefit package in an excellent work environment. H
you are interested m this challenging position.
please forward your resume to:
Employee Relations Mgr.
Clarke/American - Lincoln
iiOOHaskinsRd.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
An Equal Opportunity Employer
MF/DrV

!990

Gain valuable heath car* ixperlenci while earning up to
$8.50/hourll
Work around your school schedule and make a difference in the
lives of others!

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing

Sunday morning pianist needed. Famly Life
Community Church, comer of ManvfHe A
Clough. For more into contact Jon Brown at
353-9353.

WANTED

Nursing Students

Preferred Properties
530 South Maple St.
352-9378

250 Counsators A Instructors needadl
Prrvat*. coad summer camp in Pocono Mtns .
NE Pennsylvania Lohikan. Box 234BG.
KenitworTh. NJ 07033(006) 276-0096.

Happy 2ist Birthday and to many more birtv
days together.
I love you, Gens

Piedmont Corporation
Mim-Slorage Spaces Available
352-7561
Spring Brssk Daylona Beech
1 Room Available. 1 Bk>ck
from ths besch. Csl 1 -804-253-36(7.
Summer Sublessors Needed. Cheep Rales.
Big Houss, Bsckysrd, Front Porch to Shars.
Call3S4-1152

BEST JOBS IN BG
Build Your Resume And
Earn Great Pay.

Pint of

J Chicken Lo Mein

HEARTLAND OF BROWNING

Fox Run
Haven House
Piedmont
Birchwood

EaecuMn

"Spring Break Mugs!'!"
Bring Deck your
Spring Brssk Mugs
sndwswsfilUlsm
at a tow. low ones
Juncson Bar 1 Grill
The Patio is now open
(weather permitting)

•4RAMURALS ENTRIES DUE. MEN'S SHGLES 6 COED DOUBLES TENNIS - APRl 3;
M.W. 8 C BIATHLON • APRl 10. M.W GOLF
OPEN TOURNAMENT - APRl 24. PICK UP
ENTRY FORM IN 130 UNIVERSITY FELD
HOUSE ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00PM ON
DUE DATE.

■SBX'SIX'SBX'SBX

•OSU RECREATIONAL SPORTS
Keep your syes open tor
wrist's coming soonfl

UAO Directors end E xsc uil vss

Call Mkeal Changing Hair Salon Icr a hair sppoiniment betore Spring Breast at 354-2244.

CITY EVENTS

Thursday, March 21, 1996

CHINA

• Coupon good at BG only.
Please bring ad with you.
Exp. 3/25/96

Student Publications
is hiring
Account
Executives
to sell yellow page
advertising in the
campus directory.
Work from April
through June.
Gain great sales
experience.

Only 2 positions
ir»Sr^«»**>^0r^»««*oQpEpT DAILY

11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Stop By and See What's Good For Lunch!

lOSOSJlainSt^BG^O^^S^JlS

Coffee House

Open. Call 372-0430
for more information,
or stop by 204 West
Hall for an application.

CHINA BUTTST
Chinese Restaurant

Every Thursday in the Falcon's Nest- University Union

8-10 p.m.
Eat-In or Carry-out & Health Food tor Everyday
Coffee and donuts will be for sale
Admission is FREE

Lunch • $4.99 ^rs
I

•

Contact UAO®2-7164
for more information.

N. Main Slrnl

II
,

Jnder 12 • $2 99 ' Includes Drink

Dinner • $6.99 rr
Sponsored by

I
1

Oils. Burri

*

II

Seafood salad ai dinner •
Children under 12 - $3.99

Includes Dunk

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon. - Sat.: 11:00 a.m. -10:30 p.m.
Sunday: 12:00 noon -10:00 p.m.

354-2269
354-0929
1060 North Main St.
Bowling OrMn,
OH 43402
/

